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Understand (and predict) the workings of (bio)molecular
systems using physics-based models

Simulation can replace
experiment when:

Simulation can complement 
experiment when:

 the process cannot be studied experimentally
e.g. interior of a star,

weather forecast (experiment is too late !)

 the process is dangerous to study experimentally
e.g. flight simulators,

explosion of a nuclear bomb, 
fighting ability of the Swiss army

 the process is expensive to study experimentally
e.g. volcanism on Venus,

aerodynamics in aircraft design

 approximate simulations reduce the
number of experiments to be performed
or/and increase their likelihood of success
e.g. modeling in industry

drug design, protein engineering

 a simulation reproducing an experiment
provides additional insight
e.g. modeling in academia

quantum chemistry,
molecular simulations

e.g. experimentally inaccessible
resolution in time/space/energy

Molecular modeling/simulation in (bio)chemistry
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Molecular modeling/simulation in (bio)chemistry
Levels of  modeling, resolution  and degrees of  freedom
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A one-slide crash course in Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation



Example 1: Free-energy calculations (David Hahn)

 Resorcin[4]arenes molecules: synthetic “cavitands”

Equilibrium on the millisecond timescale
(→ still too long to simulate)

Can be used to trap/release molecules
(→molecular “machines”)

Closed (“vase”) Open (“kite”)

Mechanism unknown
(concerted [all at once], or

asynchronous [flaps in sequence] ?)

 Biased MD simulation dramatically enhances the sampling, so that the
relative free energies of all states can be calculated

1 microsecond
simulations

Plain MD, no biasing
(only one flaps open)

MD with biasing
(all states are visited)



Example 2: Automated Force Field Parametrization (Salomé Rieder / Marina Pereira)

enumerate all
isomers of a formula

gather experimental
data from databases

construct molecular
topologies (= model of

a molecule)

simulate and
iteratively refine
the parameters

 Enumerator (ENU)
A C++ program to enumerate

all constitutional and stereoisomers
(SMILES strings)  of a chemical formula

based on graph theory
Example: 1'160'337 isomers

of C6H12O6 in 7s

...

 Topology builder (TBL)
A C++ program to construct the topology

of an isomer (SMILES strings) by assembly
of fragments

Example: assembly of a haloalkane
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